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Stress intensity factor range
Fatigue crack propagation rate
Paris coefﬁcient
Paris exponent
Discrete equivalent of the continuous crack propagation rate
Plastically dissipated energy in element
Critical plastically dissipated energy
Critical plastically dissipated energy scaled with the element size
Element size in the reﬁned structured mesh
Dissipation domain at kth iteration
Width of compact tension specimen
Initial crack length in the compact tension specimen
Maximum applied stress
Load ratio (Pmin =Pmax )
Yield strength
Elastic modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Number of elements in reverse plastic zone along crack path
Overload ratio
Maximum applied stress during the overload cycle

of Bodner et al. [6], Klingbeil [7] proposed a technique for predicting fatigue crack growth in terms of the per-cycle rate of
plastic energy dissipated in the reverse plastic zone formed at the crack tip upon a loading–unloading cycle. Klingbeil’s
approach is based on evaluating the plastically dissipated energy around a stationary crack under mode I loading using ﬁnite
element analysis. The technique was later applied by Daily and Klingbeil [21] for stationary cracks under mixed mode loading conditions. Klingbeil’s theory was recently extended and used by Smith [17] to examine the applicability of the dissipated energy criterion for predicting delayed retardation effects following a single tensile overload. A 3D boundary layer
FE model was used to model a crack arbitrarily propagating at the rate of one element per cycle. Crack tip shielding effects
were also accounted for. However, the results were found to be mesh dependent due to the arbitrary crack propagation rate.
Moreover, the actual crack growth rate can only be determined via experimental calibrations in that scheme [17].
An alternative approach to predict fatigue crack propagation rate directly from FE simulations based on the plastically
dissipated energy criterion was recently proposed by Cojocaru and Karlsson [9]. A two dimensional (2D) plane strain analysis
was presented for fatigue crack growth rate changes due to negative load ratios and single and multiple tensile overloads.
Qualitative agreement with experimentally observed rates was shown for these different load cases. In addition, the plastically dissipated energy criterion was also implemented for three dimensional modeling of fatigue crack growth to predict
crack front proﬁle changes (crack tunneling) under cyclic loading [22].
When subjected to fatigue loading, materials exhibit a linear portion on a log–log plot of fatigue crack propagation rate,
da=dN, versus the applied stress intensity factor range, DK. In the fracture mechanics approach to fatigue crack propagation,
this linear portion of experimental data is described by the well known Paris’ law [3,23]

da
¼ C DK m
dN

ð1Þ

where C and m are experimentally determined material properties commonly called Paris coefﬁcients. In this work, we augment the approach proposed in Ref. [9] for modeling crack growth under cyclic stresses based on the plastically dissipated
energy to numerically determine these Paris law coefﬁcients. Comparisons with measured crack growth rate data is presented for a variety of ductile metals, including aluminum, titanium and nickel based alloys used in aerospace applications.

2. Numerical approach to predicting cyclic crack growth rate
2.1. Theory
In this work, the numerical scheme for predicting cyclic crack propagation rate is based on a continuum perspective [8,9].
Our premise is that fatigue cracks propagate due to cyclic material degradation in a process zone associated with the crack
tip (see for example, Ref. [24]). The degradation of the material in the process zone is accompanied by signiﬁcant plastic
deformation if the material is ductile (due to dislocation motion in metals, and shear banding and crazing in polymers).

On a continuum level, dislocation motion is associated with plastic yielding. Since fatigue crack growth occur as the dislocations accumulate, it is convenient to quantify this as dissipated plastic energy [9].
Following the approach in Refs. [8,9,22], the entire cyclic path is simulated using the ﬁnite element (FE) method by conducting cycle by cycle simulations. The per-cycle crack propagation rate is not prescribed a priori, but automatically obtained
by probing the plastically dissipated energy in a user-deﬁned domain ahead of the current crack tip [8].
During the load cycle, the material ahead of the crack tip yields in tension forming a forward plastic zone (Fig. 1). During
unloading, a new plastic zone of reversed deformation is formed embedded within the forward plastic zone. The material
within this smaller plastic zone undergoes compressive yielding and this zone is referred to as the reverse plastic zone
(Fig. 1) [5]. When the crack propagates through these yield zones, it leaves behind a wake of material that has undergone
plastic deformations, commonly referred to as the plastic wake. The computational scheme is initiated by applying cyclic
loading and arbitrarily propagating an initial crack every few cycles. This arbitrary propagation is continued until the crack
has propagated past the initial reverse plastic zone formed at the end of ﬁrst cyclic load. This technique ensures the formation of a fully developed plastic wake behind the crack tip. Once a fully developed plastic wake is formed, the discrete crack
propagation rate, DajN (which is the discrete equivalent of the continuous crack propagation rate da=dN), is obtained according to the following:
At the end of cycle N t , the dissipation domain, D1 , (Fig. 2) is deﬁned at the tip of the current crack. This dissipation domain
is associated with the crack tip and translates with the crack tip as the crack propagates. The plastically dissipated energy is
evaluated in this dissipation domain. Owing to the discrete nature of the FE model, the dissipation domain is also discrete,
enclosing a set of elements, ED . The plastically dissipated energy, W pe , in an element e is

W pe ¼

Z

V

rij depij dV

ð2Þ

where V is the volume of the element. At the end of load cycle N t the plastically dissipated energy integrated over the entire
domain, W pNt ðD1 Þ, is obtained as a summation of plastically dissipated energy over all the elements in the dissipated domain:

W pNt ðD1 Þ ¼

X

e2ED


W pe Nt

ð3Þ

After application of the next load cycle, N tþ1 , the plastically dissipated energy accumulated in the dissipation domain is

W pNtþ1 ðD1 Þ ¼

X

e2ED


W pe N

ð4Þ

tþ1

The increment in plastically dissipated energy in the dissipation domain, DW 1p ðD1 Þ, is obtained as

DW 1p ðD1 Þ ¼ W pNtþ1 ðD1 Þ  W pNt ðD1 Þ
DW 1p ðD1 Þ

ð5Þ
W Pcr

DW 1p ðD1 Þ

is then compared to the critical plastically dissipated energy,
considered a material property. If
an additional load cycle, N tþ2 , is applied and the accumulated increment in the plastically dissipated energy is:

DW 2p ðD1 Þ ¼ W pNtþ2 ðD1 Þ  W pNt ðD1 Þ
Cyclic loading is continued until cycle N tþi at the end of which

< W Pcr ,

ð6Þ
DW ip ðD1 Þ

P

W Pcr :

Fig. 1. Plastic regions developing during cyclic loading around a crack tip. The plastic wake develops when the crack propagates through the plastic region
[9].

Fig. 2. Crack tip with the associated dissipation domain and illustration of the iterative scheme to obtain the discrete crack propagation rate DajN (the
discrete equivalent of the continuous crack propagation rate da=dN).

h
i
DW ip ðD1 Þ ¼ W pNtþi ðD1 Þ  W pNt ðD1 Þ P W Pcr

ð7Þ

When condition (7) is fulﬁlled, crack propagation ensues and the crack propagates by one element using a node release
technique. The dissipated domain moves with the crack tip as illustrated in Fig. 2. Next, the accumulated increment in
the plastically dissipated energy between cycles N t and N tþi in dissipation domain, D2 , is evaluated as:

DW ip ðD2 Þ ¼ W pNtþi ðD2 Þ  W pNt ðD2 Þ

ð8Þ

If DW ip ðD2 Þ P W Pcr , the crack propagates one more element. The dissipation domain is again repositioned ahead of the new
crack tip and this sequence is repeated k times until

h
i
DW ip ðDk Þ ¼ W pNtþi ðDk Þ  W pNt ðDk Þ < W Pcr

ð9Þ

The crack will stop growing once the above criterion is satisﬁed. The discrete propagation rate, DajN , achieved between cycles
N t and N tþi can be expressed as

DajN ¼

khe
khe
¼
Ntþi  Nt
i

ð10Þ

where he is the element length in the reﬁned structured mesh.
Crack propagation rate in subsequent load cycles is evaluated using the above mentioned algorithm with N tþi ! N t and
Dk ! D1 expressed in Eqs. (3) through (10). Thus, after each load cycle, the crack may be stationary or may propagate one or
multiple elements.
2.2. Implementation of cyclic analysis
The implementation follows the framework presented in Ref. [8,9,22]. The computational scheme for cyclic crack propagation using the iterative algorithm described above is implemented in the commercially available ﬁnite element simulation package ABAQUS [25] and is divided into two main levels, Python level and the ABAQUS level, as shown in Fig. 3. The
cycle by cycle simulation is automated using the ABAQUS Scripting Interface (ASI) which is an object oriented extension
library based on Python [26]. ABAQUS/CAE Graphic User Interface (GUI) is used to describe the model, generate the mesh,
specify loading, boundary conditions and other properties not required to be updated during the cyclic analysis. The details
of the crack interface are then passed on to the Python level.
The crack interface consists of an intact portion ahead of the crack tip, i.e., the predeﬁned crack path, and a wake portion
behind the crack tip. Similar to the method used in Ref. [22], the Python ASI is used to specify ‘‘equation constraints’’ [25] in
ABAQUS to deﬁne the intact portion of the crack interface and to update the interface at the end of each cycle as required by
the crack propagation algorithm. Normal, frictionless contact formulation available in ABAQUS is prescribed at the crack wake
to account for plasticity induced crack closure. The effect of roughness at the crack wake can be modeled by specifying the
friction coefﬁcient for normal contact with the friction formulation available in ABAQUS. However, for simplicity, the effect
of roughness is not considered in the present work. Once the interface deﬁnitions are completed, the model is submitted
to the ABAQUS solver from within the python ASI. The plastically dissipated energy within each element, W pe , is automatically

Fig. 3. Schematic of implementation in ABAQUS [8,9,22] to automate cycle-by-cycle simulations and crack growth under cyclic loads.

calculated by ABAQUS during each load step as part of the solution, the output of which can be requested with the keyword
‘ELPD’ [25]. The output database ﬁle containing the results from the solution of the FE model is probed using the Python ASI to
determine the position of the new crack tip. A node release technique is used to extend the crack and redeﬁne the intact
portion of the interface if the crack propagation criterion is fulﬁlled. Subsequently, contact deﬁnitions are updated to include
the newly formed surface behind the crack tip. The previous converged state is imported to the interface updated model and
the next cycle simulated. This whole sequence is implemented as a recursive algorithm which calls itself as many times as the
number of user speciﬁed cycles.
3. Finite element (FE) model
3.1. Model deﬁnition
Cyclic crack propagation is simulated in a standard compact specimen (ASTM E 399 [27]) with a width, W ¼ 100 mm, and
an initial crack length an ¼ 0:2 W ¼ 20 mm (Fig. 4). The initial crack tip is put at the origin of the XY coordinate system. The
mesh consists of standard, 4 noded, iso-parametric plane strain elements with reduced integration, ‘CPE4R’ [25]. Incremental
small strain elastoplasticity with von Mises yield criterion is used to obtain the constitutive response of the material [25].

Fig. 4. Finite element model of compact specimen with loading and boundary conditions.

Plastic dissipation occurring within each element is automatically calculated by ABAQUS during each load step. Ref. [7]
investigated the effect of strain hardening on plastically dissipated energy using a bi-linear kinematic hardening model.
Results from his investigations show only a weak dependence of strain hardening on the plastically dissipated energy under
plane strain conditions and when the hardening modulus is within 10% of the elastic modulus as typically observed in ductile
metals. Therefore, for simplicity, a linear-elastic, perfectly-plastic material behavior is assumed in all the simulations. The
specimen is loaded by applying cyclic stress at the mid-plane of the loading pin holes of the compact specimen (Fig. 4). During each cycle, the stress is varied linearly from an initial minimum value of 0:1rmax to a maximum value, rmax , so as to
obtain a load ratio R ¼ 0:1 unless otherwise noted.
A reﬁned structured mesh is used in a rectangular region along a predeﬁned straight crack path as shown in the inset of
Fig. 4. To model crack propagation using the scheme described in Section 2 with a node release technique, the spacing of the
nodes is kept constant on both sides of the crack interface. Fatigue is a progressive process occurring during the load cycle.
However, the use of discrete sized load increments and cyclic crack growth in increments of the element size discretize this
physical process. There is no clear consensus on the appropriate scheme for crack advance in FE simulations of fatigue crack
propagation [28]. McClung and Sehitoglu [29] examined three node release schemes: at maximum load, at minimum load
and immediately after maximum load. They observed no signiﬁcant differences between the three schemes with respect
to crack opening load levels. Following the approach in Refs. [9,22,30–32], crack propagation is accomplished by releasing
the ‘‘equation constraints’’ on the current crack front nodes at the end of the load cycle, i.e., at minimum load. Normal, frictionless contact formulation in ABAQUS [25] is employed at the crack wake to account for plasticity induced crack closure.
The degree of mesh reﬁnement in the region of the structured mesh is characterized by the number of elements resolving the
reverse plastic zone along the crack path at the end of the ﬁrst loading cycle.

3.2. Mesh convergence of the numerical scheme
We will ﬁrst investigate mesh convergence to show that the results are independent of the mesh size. To this end, cyclic
crack propagation in a standard compact specimen (Fig. 4) is simulated using the numerical scheme described in Section 2.
The material properties are representative for an aluminum alloy – Al 7475-T7351 [33]. A linear-elastic, perfectly-plastic
constitutive response is assumed, with yield strength ry ¼ 410 MPa, elastic modulus E ¼ 71 GPa and Poisson’s ratio,
m ¼ 0:33 [33]. The specimen is loaded at the mid-plane of the loading pin-holes (Fig. 4) with a purely tensile, triangular, cyclic
load. The load is cycled at a load ratio R ¼ 0:1. The applied loading corresponds to a stress intensity factor range, DK, of
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
20 MPa m.
Fig. 5 shows the two meshes used in the convergence study, discretizing the forward and reverse plastic zones formed
during the ﬁrst loading cycle. For the coarse mesh, the reverse plastic zone is resolved with 2 elements along the crack path
whereas the ﬁne mesh has 4 elements. The critical plastically dissipated energy per unit area of crack extension, W pcr , is
30 Nmm=mm2 (see Section 3.3 for discussion on obtaining this value) for this aluminum alloy. Due to the discrete nature
of ﬁnite element simulations, crack extension modeled in a homogeneous material through a node release technique is also
discrete. The minimum possible crack extension thus depends on the size of the elements ahead of the crack tip. As such,
there is an inherent, apparent mesh dependency. However, since the crack propagation is not arbitrary but depends on
the critical plastically dissipated energy, mesh independent results are indeed obtained. The critical plastically dissipated
energy is deﬁned per unit area of crack extension and therefore can be linearly scaled with the size of the element ahead

Fig. 5. Forward and reverse plastic zones after the ﬁrst load cycle resolved with the coarse and the ﬁne mesh used in the convergence study. Coarse mesh
has 2 elements resolving the reverse plastic zone along the crack path whereas the ﬁne mesh has 4.

Fig. 6. Crack extension as a function of the number of cycles obtained from coarse and ﬁne mesh simulations demonstrating mesh convergence.

of the crack tip. Element sizes of 0.01 and 0.005 mm were used for the coarse and ﬁne meshes, respectively. Scaled values
of W pcr , 30  0:01 ¼ 0:3 Nmm and 30  0:005 ¼ 0:15 Nmm are speciﬁed as input in the coarse and ﬁne mesh simulations.
Fig. 6 shows the crack extension as a function of the number of cycles obtained from the coarse and ﬁne mesh model simulations. The crack propagation rate da=dN is obtained from the slope of a line ﬁtted to the data. da=dN ¼ 0:97 and 1.0 lm/
cycle for the coarse and ﬁne mesh models, respectively, differing by only 3% and thus conﬁrming mesh convergence. The
mesh reﬁnement level for subsequent simulations is kept such that the reverse plastic zone is reﬁned with at least 4 elements along the crack path. This reﬁnement level also concurs with suggestions in literature for obtaining converged results
for opening and closing loads in plasticity induced crack closure (PICC) simulations [32].
Note: The size of the dissipation domain in all the simulations is chosen so as to fully enclose the reversed plastic zone
formed at the end of the ﬁrst load cycle. The size of the reversed plastic zone depend on the applied loading and the load
ratio. The appropriate dimensions of the dissipation domain thus depend on the applied loading. For simplicity, and to conﬁrm with the structured mesh around the crack tip, the dissipation domain is chosen to be a rectangle as depicted in Fig. 7.
The purpose of the dissipation domain is to aid in summing the increment of plastically dissipated energy in the elements
that are in front of the crack tip and have undergone reverse yielding. After the ﬁrst cycle, the increment in plastically dissipated energy occurs only in the reverse plastic zone. Any element that is outside the reverse plastic zone will have a zero
increment in plastically dissipated energy. Therefore it is not required for the dissipation domain to conﬁrm tightly to the
reverse plastic zone. The only requirement for the size of the dissipation domain is that it fully encloses the reverse plastic
zone. In the current work, only a single crack is considered but the frame work is not limited to single cracks. When multiple
cracks are modeled, a dissipation domain is assigned to each crack tip [8]. The dissipation domain corresponding to each
crack tip then aids in summing the increment in plastically dissipated energy ahead of the crack tip it is associated with
and governs the extension of that crack tip.
3.3. Establishing the critical plastically dissipated energy
The critical plastically dissipated energy, W pcr , is assumed to be a material property. When the accumulated dissipated
energy in the dissipation domain supersedes W pcr , the crack propagates. Thus, this parameter governs the crack propagation

Fig. 7. The size of the rectangular dissipation domain is chosen so as to fully enclose the reverse plastic zone formed at the end of the ﬁrst load cycle.

rate. To the knowledge of the authors, there is no suitable experimental data establishing W pcr , but is an area of active ongoing
research [16]. In this work, W pcr is determined by using one set of experimentally measured data (DK; da=dN) obtained from
Ref. [33], according to the procedure described below.
Cyclic crack propagation in the compact specimen with loading and boundary conditions as shown in Fig. 4 is simulated.
The material considered is an aluminum alloy, Al 7475-T7351, with properties mentioned in the previous section (Secpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tion 3.2). Cyclic crack growth is simulated with an applied DK range of 20 MPa m cycled at a load ratio R ¼ 0:1. The crack
growth rate da=dN is obtained from a linear least square ﬁt of the crack extension versus number of cycles plot as previously
described in Section 3.2. The value of W pcr that results in the experimentally obtained da=dN is used as the critically dissipﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pated energy. For this particular load case (DK ¼ 20 MPa m), the numerically evaluated da=dN matched with experimental
p
data when W cr ¼ 0:15 Nmm. This value is then used for all load levels in the simulations of crack growth in Al 7475-T7351.
4. Results and discussion
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
In addition to the DK ¼ 20 MPa m load case described above for establishing W pcr , cyclic crack propagation is simulated
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
in the compact specimen (Fig. 4) with three more levels of applied loading (DK ¼ 16:6, 13.3 and 10.0 MPa m) in order to
determine the Paris law constants. The load ratio R ¼ 0:1 in all the cases.
The mesh resolution and relative sizes of the reverse plastic zone formed after the ﬁrst load cycle for each of these load
cases are shown in Fig. 8. Resolution of the reverse plastic zone with at least 4 elements is vital for getting reliable results
from the numerical scheme. As evident in Fig. 8, the mesh size in the higher DK load case would inadequately resolve the
reverse plastic zone at lower DK. Using a ﬁne mesh would enormously add unnecessary computational expense in simulating higher DK load cases. Consequently, different mesh sizes are used for simulating different load cases. The reverse plastic
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
zone is discretized by four elements along the crack path in the case of DK ¼ 20 MPa m load case, whereas the other load
2
cases have 6–8 elements. The critical plastically dissipated energy (30 Nmm=mm ) is scaled according to the mesh size and
speciﬁed as input in the other load cases. The mesh size and the corresponding values of W pcr used in the simulation of four
load cases are listed in Table 1.
Experimental observations, e.g., Davidson [34], Ranganathan et al. [16], suggest that the hysteresis energy dissipated per
unit surface (speciﬁc energy) during crack extension is not a pure material constant. The speciﬁc energy depends on DK at
low values of DK and the crack growth mechanism. The speciﬁc energy reaches a constant only at high DK values. Adequate
resolution of the reverse plastic zone at low DK levels would require the use of sub-micron size elements. Therefore a high
value of DK is selected for evaluating the critical plastically dissipated energy, W pcr .
Results for crack extension from simulated cyclic crack growth for the four levels of DK, are presented in Fig. 9. A linear
least squares ﬁt was used to obtain the slope of the data points corresponding to each load case. The slope is the crack growth
rate da=dN. Measured [33] and simulated crack growth rates are summarized in Table 1 and shown in Fig. 10. The numerically calculated crack growth rates are centered within the experimental scatter band.
The applicability of this modeling approach was further examined for Inconel 718 and Titanium Ti–6Al–4V alloys. Results
from the simulations are shown along with experimental data in Fig. 11. The circled data points in these plots were used for
calibrating the critical plastically dissipated energy.

Fig. 8. Relative sizes of the reverse plastic zone formed at the end of the ﬁrst load cycle for each of the load cases considered. The reverse plastic zone is
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
discretized by four elements along the crack path in the case of DK ¼ 20 MPa m load case, whereas the other load cases have 6–8 elements.

Table 1
Summary of crack growth results for Al 7475-T7351 from the ﬁnite element analysis. W pcr ¼ 30 Nmm=mm2 . Values of W pcr scaled with the element size are
speciﬁed as input in the simulations, e.g., W pcr ¼ 30  0:005 ¼ 0:15.

DK (MPa
20.0
16.6
13.3
10.0
d

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m)

Element size (lm)
5.0
2.0
1.0
0.5

NRPZd
4
7
8
8

W pcr (Nmm)

da=dN (Model) (lm/cycle)

da=dN (Measured) (lm/cycle)

0.150
0.060
0.030
0.015

1.34
0.667
0.283
0.0833

1.20
0.45–0.85
0.20–0.45
0.05–0.15

Number of elements in reverse plastic zone along crack path.

Fig. 9. Crack extension as a function of the number of cycles obtained as an output from the simulation.

Fig. 10. Fatigue crack growth rates for Al 7475-T7351. Experimental data obtained from Ref. [33].

A power law ﬁt of crack growth rate versus DK experimental data and that obtained from FE simulation using the current
numerical scheme is shown in Fig. 12. As evident in the plot, a good match between the computed da=dN values and experimental results is obtained. Table 2 summarizes W pcr and the Paris coefﬁcients, C and m (Eq. (1)) obtained from the power law
ﬁts to experimental data and numerical results. The predicted values of m are within 4% of the measured values and the
predictions of C are of the same order of magnitude as the measured data.

A

B

Fig. 11. Crack growth results for (A) Inconel 718 and (B) titanium alloy Ti–6AL–4V.

Fig. 12. Power law ﬁt to measured data [33] and predictions from the proposed numerical model for selected metals.

Table 2
Paris constants obtained from numerical simulation and measured data [33].
W pcr (Nmm/mm2)

Al 7475-T7351
Inconel 718
Ti–6Al–4V

30
86
100

Paris coefﬁcient ðCÞ  1006

Paris exponent (m)

Measured

Model

Measured

Model

Relative error (%)

5.51
2.32
61.5

8.70
1.58
75.0

4.15
3.34
2.86

4.00
3.43
2.82

3.6
2.7
1.4

5. Concluding remarks
This work presents a numerical scheme adopting the ﬁnite element method and a plastically dissipated energy criterion
for simulating fatigue crack propagation. The propagation criterion is based on a condition that relates the cumulative increment in plastically dissipated energy ahead of the crack tip to a critical value. The accumulated increment in plastically dissipated energy is probed in a dissipation domain that fully encloses the reverse plastic zone ahead of the crack tip and the
crack propagates when the criterion is fulﬁlled. Thus, the crack propagation rate in this growing crack model results from
successive evaluation of the propagation criterion and not speciﬁed a priori.
Fatigue crack propagation was simulated in a standard compact specimen under 2D plane strain conditions. The above
scheme for cyclic crack propagation was used to obtain the crack growth rate for a range of applied load levels, DK. The critical plastically dissipated energy per unit crack extension was obtained from a single, experimentally measured ðDK; da=dNÞ
data point. Once the critical value was established, crack growth for different levels of applied DK was modeled assuming a
constant critical value. The resulting crack propagation rates were in good agreement with experimental data for three types
of aerospace alloys. The numerically predicted values of the Paris exponent m were within 5% of measured values. The reliability of the scheme is dependent on adequately resolving the reverse plastic zone with at least 4 elements.
The current numerical scheme is based on a growing crack model and thus shows promise for modeling variable amplitude loading conditions. A quantitative comparison with experimental data of crack growth under variable amplitude loading and enhancement of the scheme with cycle jump techniques for increasing the computational efﬁciency for such loading
conditions are topics to be considered in future research. In all, this work conﬁrms by comparing numerical simulations to
experimental results that the critical dissipated energy can be used as a criterion to predict fatigue crack propagation.
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